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Elval, the Aluminium Rolling Division of ElvalHalcor, takes pride in its role as an Aluminium Sponsor 

at the 11th International Aluminium Symposium 2023 and its active participation in this year's 

ALUEXPO, Europe's second largest and Eurasia's premier Aluminum Fair. 

 

The Symposium, jointly organized by the Turkish Aluminium Industrialists Association (TALSAD), 

TUBITAK Marmara Research Center, and METEM-UCTEA Chamber of Metallurgical and Materials 

Engineers’ Training Center, was held from October 12 to 14, 2023, at the Istanbul Fair Center in 

Yeşilköy, Istanbul and brought together industry leaders from across the globe.   

 

In addition, the Symposium coincided both in location and timing with ALUEXPO 2023 - 

8th International Aluminium Technology, Machinery and Products Trade Fair.  ALUEXPO drew 

2,393 international and 10,008 local industry professionals, providing a platform that bridged the 

aluminium industry and academia and fostering the exchange of groundbreaking scientific and 

technological advancements poised to shape the entire aluminium sector. 

 

During the Fair, Elval’s commercial and R&D team, alongside Symetal (an ElvalHalcor’s aluminium 

segment subsidiary) and its local representative, Base Metal, demonstrated their cutting-edge flat 

rolled and foil aluminium products and solutions at Stand No H1-E140.  

 

Through active participation in prestigious international events, Elval has the opportunity to 

showcase its cutting-edge aluminium solutions and to cultivate strong relationships with 

customers and partners, expanding its well-established global commercial network. 

 

About ALUEXPO: 

ALUEXPO is Europe’s 2nd and Eurasia’s biggest Aluminum Fair. ALUEXPO Fair, the most effective 

platform where all new products and technologies can be followed closely since 2009, has grown 

every year and has become the indispensable platform of the global aluminium industry. For more 

information, please visit the website: www.aluexpo.com. 

 

About Elval: 

Elval is the aluminium rolling division of ElvalHalcor S.A., one of the leading aluminium rolling 

manufacturers worldwide and the only one in Greece. For almost 50 years, Elval has been 

recognised as a trusted partner and innovative aluminium manufacturer, with a broad portfolio of 

quality products for the packaging, construction, shipbuilding, automotive, energy, industrial and 

HVAC markets. For more information about Elval, please visit the website www.elval.com.  
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